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This invention relates to NH3 incineration. More in particular, this invention relates to a process for NH3 incineration with reduced NO formation, the controlling of such a process, and to a NH3 incinerator.

**Background Art:**

NH3 (ammonia) is a corrosive, colourless gas with a sharp odour. It occurs naturally and is also manufactured by the chemical industry. Waste gas streams comprising ammonia are frequently encountered in refineries. Sometimes such waste gas streams also contain hydrogen sulphide in comparable proportions.

NH3 may be processed in a NH3 incineration process, or alternatively in a Claus process. These two routes to NH3 destruction are different in terms of equipment requirements, in chemistry and in process conditions. Both achieve the destruction of NH3. Thus, H2S gas streams containing NH3 can be employed as a feed stream in a Claus process. The Claus process is a gas desulphurising process, recovering elemental sulphur from gaseous hydrogen sulphide. Moreover, the Claus process is a very efficient process to convert NH3 in the presence of H2S and SO2 with little or no production of NO.

Downside of the Claus process is the formation of ammonium salts when a feed is used that comprises NH3 in addition to H2S. A Claus furnace that is adapted for handling the presence of NH3 is therefore run at a higher temperature (typically with increased temperature of at least 1250°C). Moreover, the amount of oxygen required when using a mixed gas stream versus a relatively pure H2S stream is significantly higher, thereby increasing the operational and investment costs.

According to WO2008106289 a gas stream comprising hydrogen sulphide and ammonia is passed from a stripping column to a single combustion stage or furnace of a Claus plant. The combustion is conducted under conditions that eliminate essentially all the ammonia. The combustion is supported by a gas stream containing at least 40% by volume of oxygen. In WO2008124625 oxidative and reductive methods are described for the cost-effective destruction of an ammonia-containing gas stream, potentially containing minor but significant quantities of hydrogen sulphide, in a conventional Claus sulphur recovery tail gas treating unit, using controlled rates and compositions of combustion gases in order to obtain the temperatures necessary for the desired destruction of unwanted combustibles.

In US 6902713 a partial oxidation procedure is described for gas containing hydrogen sulphide and ammonia in a Claus furnace with the aid of an oxygen-rich gas. The procedure involves measuring the residual content of ammonia at the output from the furnace, i.e., after the various stages of the Claus process and irrespective of the yield and conversions during the Claus process, comparing this value with a maximum value set by the user of the Claus unit, and modifying the flow of the oxygen-rich gas in proportion to the flow of ammonia gas accordingly. The residual ammonia content is measured continuously by means of a laser diode located in the main duct or a branch sampling pipe at the outlet from the Claus furnace, with the gases from the sampling pipe re-injected into the main duct, and the flow of oxygen rich gas is modified by means of a regulating loop between the continuous measuring apparatus and an automatic controller for the regulator. This sour gas stream may contain up to 60 mol% ammonia and contains significant amounts of hydrogen sulphide.

Although the above mentioned processes for treating waste streams containing hydrogen sulphide and ammonia have the advantage of eliminating essentially all the ammonia, unfortunately a Claus furnace is not always available. Moreover, a typical Claus furnace is rather complex, comprising several stages for partial combustion of hydrogen sulphide and for carrying out the Claus reaction of hydrogen sulphide with sulphide dioxide to form elemental sulphur, several condensers to recover elemental sulphur, and several reheaters to warm up the remaining gases prior to subsequent reactions. In other words, although in the aforementioned references improved Claus processes and furnaces have been described that make possible the virtual complete incineration of NH3 without NO, the downside is the investment of a relatively expensive Claus furnace and the equipment downstream of the Claus furnace, moreover run at relatively high operational costs. Finally, as is shown in US6902713, even a Claus process generally requires an incinerator for treatment of the tail gas of the Claus process.

A dedicated NH3 incinerator is more attractive than a Claus process for the treatment of waste gas streams comprising NH3 as the major or sole combustible component. However, the problem of NH3 incinerators is that oxides of nitrogen may be formed during the combustion. There is a need to destroy essentially all of the ammonia in such gas streams but without creating appreciable amounts of oxides of nitrogen in the effluent gas arising from the incineration process.

In GB2116531 a process and apparatus is described for the simultaneous disposal of NH3 containing waste gas and combustible sulphur compounds-containing waste gas. In this process combustion is carried out in three separate steps, with the combustion of the sulphur compounds-containing waste gas in the third step. In a first incineration step,
Disclosure of the Invention:

[0013] The invention provides a process for incinerating NH3 in an NH3 incinerator comprising:

a. a first incineration step comprising:

i. reacting a gas stream comprising NH3 and optionally a fuel stream under incineration conditions with a first oxygen containing stream, at a sub-stoichiometric amount of oxygen in the first oxygen-containing stream with respect to the NH3 in the gas stream, whereby a first product stream is produced;

ii. analyzing the composition of the first product stream for content of residual NH3 and/or formed HCN and/or formed NO, and

iii. adjusting the first oxygen-containing stream and/or the gas stream comprising NH3 and/or the fuel stream, if any, based on the analysis of the first product stream so as to produce a first product stream containing both residual NH3 and NO, but no more than 250 ppm HN3 and no more than 250 ppm NO; and

b. a second incineration step comprising

i. reacting the first product stream under incineration conditions with a second oxygen-containing stream at a greater than stoichiometric amount of oxygen, whereby a second product stream is produced.

[0014] The process is particularly suitable for waste gas streams containing significant amounts of NH3 and relatively low amounts of H2S, if any. Also provided is an NH3 incinerator suitable for the process according to the invention.

Brief description of the drawings:

[0015] Figure 1 is a simplified representation of the NH3 incinerator of the current invention. Shown is an NH3 incinerator comprising a first reactor zone 100 comprising: a burner 110 for incinerating NH3; an inlet 120 at the burner 110 for a first oxygen-containing stream (B), provided with a first oxygen control means 121 for adjusting the amount of the oxygen-containing stream; an inlet 130 at the burner 110 for a gas stream (A) comprising NH3 optionally provided with a first NH3 control means 131 for adjusting the amount of the NH3-containing stream; optionally an inlet 140 at the burner 110 for a fuel stream (C) optionally provided with a first fuel control means 141 for adjusting the amount of the fuel stream; an outlet 160 downstream of the reaction zone 100 for a first product stream prepared in the reaction zone 100; an analyser 170 at the end of the reaction zone 100 capable of analyzing the content of NH3 and/or HCN and/or NO in the first product stream prepared in the reaction zone 100 and capable of adjusting one or more of the first control means 121, 131 and 141; and optionally a temperature control means 180 downstream of the reaction zone 100 (e.g., in the form of a quench unit or waste heat boiler for recovery of reaction heat) ; and further comprising a second reaction zone 200 downstream of the reaction zone 100 for incinerating the first product stream prepared in the reaction zone 100, comprising an inlet 230 at the start of the reaction zone 200 for the first product stream prepared in the reaction zone 100; comprising an inlet 220 at the start of the reaction zone 200 for a second oxygen-containing stream (B), optionally
provided with a second control means 221 for adjusting the amount of the second oxygen-containing stream; optionally comprising a second burner 210; provided with an inlet 211 at the second burner 210 for a third oxygen-containing stream (B), and an inlet 212 at the second burner 210 for a second fuel stream (C); optionally an inlet 250 at the start of the reaction zone 200 for a waste stream (D); an outlet 260 downstream of the reactor zone 200 for a second product stream prepared in the reaction zone 200; optionally an analyser 270 at the end of the reactor zone 200 capable of analyzing the content of oxygen in the second product stream prepared in the reaction zone 200 and preferably capable of adjusting the second control means 221; and optionally a waste heat boiler 280 downstream of the reactor zone 200 for recovery of reaction heat.

**Modes for carrying out the Invention:**

[0016] Preferred embodiments are described herein below.

[0017] Incineration conditions are known. Typically, NH3 is incinerated at atmospheric pressure. The reaction is exothermic and typically reaches a temperature of about 1500 °C, depending on the additional components (e.g., added fuel) of the NH3 containing stream. The process is particularly interesting for waste streams comprising at least 30 volume %, preferably at least 50 volume % NH3, more preferably at least 60 volume % NH3. The gas stream may comprise some H2S, preferably at most 40 volume % H2S, more preferably at most 5 volume % H2S. Gas streams containing more H2S are more suitably treated in a Claus furnace. Suitable sources of NH3 containing gas streams are for instance streams from a sour water stripper.

[0018] In Figure 1, a simplified representation of a NH3 incinerator of the current invention is shown.

[0019] To start the reaction, a fuel stream is ignited together with oxygen in the reactor zone 100 to reach the desirable incineration conditions. For incinerating NH3 in reactor zone 100 a temperature in the range of 950 to 1700°C, preferably in the range of 1200 to 1400°C is preferred. Below 950°C stable combustion of the NH3-containing stream will be difficult. Above 1700°C, commonly applied refractory lining materials that are used for heat insulation are not suitable. After a suitable temperature has been reached an NH3 containing stream is introduced. Fuel may be mixed with the NH3 containing stream, whereupon it co-reacts with the first oxygen-containing stream. For instance, it is beneficial to add fuel if the NH3 containing stream contains water. The presence of water may reduce the exotherm reached in the reactor. The amount of fuel to NH3 containing stream is therefore such as to maintain a reaction temperature in the range of 950 to 1700°C, preferably in the range of 1200 to 1400°C. For the embodiment described hereafter, it is assumed that the NH3 containing stream is substantially free from water. Addition of a fuel gas is therefore not required. Ideally NH3 is incinerated without formation of NO or by-products such as HCN according to the following reaction:

4 NH3 + 3 O2 ----> 2 N2 + 6 H2O

[0020] Ideally, the weight ratio of NH3 to oxygen is about 2:3 (i.e., 4*17 : 3*32). However, the content of the NH3 in the NH3 containing stream is typically less than 100%, whereas generally air from the plant is used as the oxygen containing stream at an oxygen content of about 20 vol%, rather than pure oxygen. Typically, the weight ratio of the NH3 containing stream to the oxygen containing stream is therefore about 1:6. The content of the NH3 in the NH3 containing stream may fluctuate over time, however, as may the content of other components. To maintain more or less steady state conditions, the analyser 170 adjusts the first control means 121 (e.g., a valve, or a series of valves) which modifies the amount of oxygen introduced in reaction zone 100. In an alternative embodiment, the analyser 170 adjusts the first control means 131 which modifies the amount of NH3 introduced in reaction zone 100. In a further alternative embodiment, the analyser 170 adjusts the first control means 141 (which modifies the amount of fuel introduced in reaction zone 100. Also a combination of adjusting two or more of the first control means is possible. If there are no other combustible components in the reaction zone 100, then the oxygen is supplied at a rate to reach a level of 95 to 98% of the stoichiometric rate required for incineration of all the NH3. If the NH3 containing stream comprises additional combustible components, like fuel, then the amount of oxygen should be increased up to an amount of oxygen in the range of 50 to 99% of stoichiometry with respect to the combustible components that are present in the gas streams. Using the analyser 170 in accordance with the current invention has the advantage that the amount of reactants can be adjusted, despite the rather complex interrelation when there are multiple components and hence multiple reactions taking place at changing incineration conditions. For instance, the amount of oxygen may be adjusted by increasing the weight ratio of oxygen to the NH3 containing stream. Alternatively, the air used as oxygen stream may be enriched in oxygen.

[0021] The oxygen-containing stream may be introduced thru one or more inlets, but introducing thru one inlet suffices. The residence time of the reactants in reaction zone 100 can be short, i.e. 1 second or less, even 0.2 seconds or less.

[0022] Various analysers may be used as analyser 170. Preferably, the analyser 170 is a laser diode, which analyses the residual NH3 content at the end of the reaction zone 100. The analysis may be carried out at intervals and the like, or continuously. When a short response time is needed, for instance because of rapid changes in the content of the
reactant feed streams, then the analysis is preferably continuously or semi-continuously (e.g., once every 5 seconds or at shorter intervals). The analysis may be carried out in a bypass or in the reaction zone 100. In a bypass the conditions for analysing the first product can be kept constant, which improves the reliability. On the other hand, analysing in the reaction zone 100 provides a shorter response time to changes in the composition of the gas stream and hence better control of the incineration conditions.

[0023] In accordance with the current invention, NH3 is incinerated in reactor zone 100 close to completion, but not entirely. There is still some residual NH3. If the incineration is completed to the extend that the residual NH3 content is (about) nil, then the production of NO has already started and it was found that the overall production of NO may be too high. If the incineration in reactor zone 100 is not carried out long enough, then the gas stream will have a high NH3 content which will lead to a high NO content when this gas stream is combusted in the reactor zone 200. In other words, the inventors have found out that to reduce the NO in the end product, the reaction in the first stage should continue until some NO is produced. In a preferred embodiment the first oxygen-containing stream and/or any of the other reactant feed streams are adjusted to result in an NH3 content in the first product stream of less than 100 ppm, more preferably less than 50 ppm. Alternative analysers may be used, that adjust the first oxygen-containing stream on the basis of other components possibly present in the first product stream, such as HCN or NO. For instance, when a propane /air flame with a NH3 content of 4 % is incinerated, resulting in HCN as a combustion product, then one or more reactant feed streams may be adjusted to result in a HCN content in the first product stream of less than 1400 ppm preferably less than 1000 ppm. Likewise, one or more of the reactant feed streams may be adjusted to result in an NO content in the first product stream of less than 200 ppm, preferably less than 100 ppm.

[0024] A temperature is maintained in the second reaction zone 200 that is preferably in a range of from 800 to 1100°C, more preferably in the range of 850 to 1000°C. Oxygen is supplied in an amount to ensure full incineration. If the reaction temperature as a result of the incineration of the combustible components in the first product stream drops below the lower limit, then it may be advantageous to add fuel. It may also be advantageous to quench the temperature in the reaction zone 200, e.g., by adding water to any of the feed streams. As described in more detail hereinafter, a very effective use of the elevated temperature of the first product stream is to warm a further waste stream which is then incinerated in reaction zone 200.

[0025] The design of the incinerator burner 110 in the reaction zone 100 and the optional incinerator burner 210 in the reaction zone 200 is not particularly relevant. Various types of incinerator burners may be used. Preferably, a burner is used that mixes the combustible stream(s) and the oxygen containing stream. The burner may be equipped with an ignitor. The design of the reaction zones 100 and 200 is not particular relevant either. In fact, the NH3 incinerator may have both reaction zones as part of a single reactor vessel or comprise two separate reactor vessels that are connected.

[0026] The present invention also covers the NH3 incinerator used in the process described above, comprising a first reactor zone 100 comprising: a burner 110 for incinerating NH3; an inlet 120 at the burner 110 for a first oxygen-containing stream, provided with a first oxygen control means 121 for adjusting the amount of the oxygen-containing stream; an inlet 130 at the burner 110 for a gas stream comprising NH3 optionally provided with a first control means 131 for adjusting the amount of the NH3-containing stream; optionally an inlet 140 at the burner 110 for a fuel stream optionally provided with a first fuel control means 141 for adjusting the amount of the fuel stream; an outlet 160 downstream of the reaction zone 100 for a first product stream prepared in the reaction zone 100; an analyser 170 at the end of the reaction zone 100 capable of analyzing the content of NH3 and/or HCN and/or NO in the first product stream prepared in the reaction zone 100 and capable of adjusting one or more of the first control means 121, 131 and 141; and optionally a temperature control means 180 downstream of the reaction zone 100 (e.g., in the form of a quench unit or waste heat boiler for recovery of reaction heat); and further comprising a second reaction zone 200 downstream of the reaction zone 100 for incinerating the first product stream prepared in the reaction zone 100, comprising an inlet 230 at the start of the reaction zone 200 for the first product stream prepared in the reaction zone 100; comprising an inlet 220 at the start of the reaction zone 200 for a second oxygen-containing stream, optionally provided with a second control means 221 for adjusting the amount of the second oxygen-containing stream; optionally comprising a second burner 210; provided with an inlet 211 at the second burner 210 for a third oxygen-containing stream, and an inlet 212 at the second burner 210 for a second fuel stream; optionally an inlet 250 at the start of the reaction zone 200 for a waste stream; an outlet 260 downstream of the reactor zone 200 for a second product stream prepared in the reaction zone 200; optionally an analyser 270 at the end of the reactor zone 200 capable of analyzing the content of oxygen in the second product stream prepared in the reaction zone 200 and preferably capable of adjusting the second control means 221; and optionally a waste heat boiler 280 downstream of the reactor zone 200 for recovery of reaction heat.

[0027] Each of the reaction zones 100 and 200, the latter in particular, may be equipped with a waste heat boiler, to recover energy.

[0028] As mentioned above, in the second incineration step additional waste gases may be introduced. Examples thereof include tail gases from other processes, for instance the tail gas of a Claus unit. This is particularly beneficial as it allows the economical use of the heat of the reaction generated in the first incineration step to warm the relatively cold waste gases.
The NH3 incinerator of the current invention may comprise both reaction zones as part of a single reactor vessel. Alternatively, each reaction zone is a separate reactor vessel wherein both reactor vessels are connected. Preferably, the incinerator comprises one or more waste heat boilers, to reclaim energy. If there are additional combustible waste gases that need to be treated, then the incinerator preferably comprises an inlet for such combustible waste gases. Finally, the NH3 incinerator may be provided with an oxygen analyser to adjust the second oxygen-containing stream and/or the third oxygen-containing stream, if any. This may be useful to adjust the amount of the second/third oxygen containing stream, thereby ensuring that at least a stoichiometric amount of oxygen, but preferably an excess amount of oxygen is present in the second incineration step. Preferably, the total amount of the second and/or third oxygen containing stream is such that a residual amount of at least 0.5 vol% oxygen is found in the second product stream. Additional analysers may be used, to ensure the second product stream may be safely released into the atmosphere.

Examples:

- A NH3 stream at a rate of 1.95 Nm³/hr was introduced together with a C3H8 stream at a rate of 0.034 Nm³/hr into reaction zone of an NH3 incinerator. Also introduced was a sub-stoichiometric amount of a first oxygen-containing stream at a rate of 6.9 Nm³/hr. A first incineration step took place at a temperature of approx 1000 °C, and at ambient pressure. The first product stream was reacted with a second oxygen-containing stream. The second oxygen-containing stream was supplied at an amount greater than stoichiometric with the result that the oxygen content measured at the end of the reaction zone was 3 vol% (measured in dry flue gas). The second incineration step took place at a temperature of 840°C and at ambient pressure.

Claims

1. A process for incinerating NH3 in an NH3 incinerator comprising:
   a. a first incineration step comprising:
      i. reacting a gas stream comprising NH3 and optionally a fuel stream under incineration conditions with a first oxygen containing stream, at a sub-stoichiometric amount of oxygen in the first oxygen-containing stream with respect to the NH3 in the gas stream, whereby a first product stream is produced;
      ii. analyzing the composition of the first product stream for content of residual NH3 and/or formed HCN and/or formed NO, and
      iii. adjusting one or more of the streams based on the analysis of the first product stream so as to produce...
a first product stream containing both residual NH3 and NO, but no more than 250 ppm HN3 and no more than 250 ppm NO; and

b. a second incineration step comprising

i. reacting the first product stream under incineration conditions with a second oxygen-containing stream at a greater than stoichiometric amount of oxygen, whereby a second product stream is produced.

2. The process of claim 1, wherein the gas stream comprises at least 30 volume %, preferably at least 50 volume % NH3, more preferably at least 60 volume % NH3.

3. The process of claim 2, wherein the gas stream comprises at most 40 volume % H2S, preferably at most 5 volume % H2S.

4. The process of any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein the amount of oxygen is in the range of 50 to 99% of stoichiometry with respect to the combustible components that are present in the gas streams.

5. The process of claim 4, wherein NH3 is the only combustible component and the amount of oxygen is in the range of 95 to 98% of stoichiometry with respect to the NH3 in the gas stream.

6. The process of any one of claims 1 to 4, wherein the first product stream is analysed for residual NH3 content, and wherein preferably one or more of the reactant stream, more preferably the first oxygen-containing stream, is adjusted such that the residual NH3 content of the first product stream is less than 100 ppm or the first product stream is analysed for formed HCN content, and wherein preferably one or more of the reactant stream, more preferably the first oxygen-containing stream, is adjusted such that the formed HCN content of the first product stream is less than 1400 ppm or the first product stream is analysed for formed NO content, and wherein preferably one or more of the reactant stream, more preferably the first oxygen-containing stream, is adjusted such that the formed NO content of the first product stream is less than 200 ppm.

7. The process of any one of claims 1 to 4, or 6, wherein a fuel stream is co-reacted with the first oxygen-containing stream, and wherein preferably the ratio of fuel gas stream to NH3 containing stream is such as to maintain a reaction temperature in the range of 950 to 1700°C.

8. The process of claim 7, wherein the fuel stream comprises one or more of hydrocarbons, hydrogen sulphide, carbon monoxide or hydrogen gas.

9. The process of any one of claims 1 to 8, wherein the second oxygen-containing stream is reacted in an amount such that the residual amount of oxygen in the second product stream is at least 0,5 volume %.

10. The process of any one of claims 1 to 9, wherein a waste gas is co-reacted with the second oxygen-containing stream.

11. The process of any one of claims 1 to 10, wherein reaction heat of the first incineration step and/or the second incineration step is recovered.

12. An NH3 incinerator comprising:

a. a first reaction zone 100 comprising: a burner 110 for incinerating NH3; an inlet 120 at the burner 110 for a first oxygen-containing stream, provided with a first oxygen control means 121 for adjusting the amount of the oxygen-containing stream; an inlet 130 at the burner 110 for a gas stream comprising NH3 optionally provided with a first NH3 control means 131 for adjusting the amount of the NH3-containing stream; an inlet 140 at the burner 110 for a fuel stream optionally provided with a first fuel control means 141 for adjusting the amount of the fuel stream; an outlet 160 downstream of the reaction zone 100 for a first product stream prepared in the reaction zone 100; an analyser 170 at the end of the reaction zone 100 capable of analyzing the content of NH3 and/or HCN and/or NO in the first product stream prepared in the reaction zone 100 and capable of adjusting one or more of the first control means 121, 131 and 141; and optionally a temperature control means 180 downstream of the reaction zone 100; and

b. a second reaction zone 200 downstream of the reaction zone 100 for incinerating the first product stream prepared in the reaction zone 100, comprising: an inlet 230 at the start of the reaction zone 200 for the first
product stream prepared in the reaction zone 200; an inlet 220 at the start of the reaction zone 200 for a second oxygen-containing stream, optionally provided with a second control means 221 for adjusting the amount of the second oxygen-containing stream; optionally a second burner 210 provided with an inlet 211 at the second burner 210 for a third oxygen-containing stream, and an inlet 212 at the second burner 210 for a second fuel stream; optionally an inlet 250 at the start of the reaction zone 200 for a waste stream; an outlet 260 downstream of the reactor zone 200 for a second product stream prepared in the reaction zone 200; optionally an analyser 270 at the end of the reactor zone 200 capable of analyzing the content of oxygen in the second product stream prepared in the reaction zone 200 and preferably capable of adjusting the second control means 221; and optionally a waste heat boiler 280 downstream of the reactor zone 200 for recovery of reaction heat.

13. The NH3 incinerator of claim 12, wherein the analyser 170 is a laser diode.

14. The NH3 incinerator of any one of claims 12 to 13, wherein both reaction zones are part of a single reactor vessel.

15. The NH3 incinerator of any one of claims 12 to 13, wherein each reaction zone is a separate reactor vessel, and wherein both reactor vessels are connected.
HCN-Gehalt des ersten Produktstroms weniger als 1400 ppm ist oder der erste Produktstrom auf gebildeten NO-Gehalt analysiert wird, und wobei vorzugsweise eines oder mehrere des Reaktantenstroms, bevorzugter der erste Sauerstoff enthaltende Strom, so eingestellt wird, dass der gebildete NO-Gehalt des ersten Produktstroms weniger als 200 ppm ist.

7. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4 oder 6, wobei ein Brennstoffstrom mit dem ersten Sauerstoff enthaltenden Strom gemeinsam reagiert, und wobei vorzugsweise das Verhältnis von Brennstoffgasstrom zu NH3 enthaltendem Strom derart ist, um eine Reaktions temperatur im Bereich von 950 bis 1700°C zu halten.


9. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 8, wobei der zweite Sauerstoff enthaltende Strom in einer derartigen Menge umgesetzt wird, dass die restliche Sauerstoffmenge in dem zweiten Produktstrom mindestens 0,5 Volumen-% ist.

10. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 9, wobei ein Abgas mit dem zweiten Sauerstoff enthaltenden Strom gemeinsam umgesetzt wird.

11. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 10, wobei die Reaktionswärme des ersten Verbrennungsschritts und/oder des zweiten Verbrennungsschritts zurückgewonnen wird.

12. NH3-Verbrennungsofen, umfassend:
   a. eine erste Reaktionszone 100, umfassend: einen Brenner 110 zur Verbrennung von NH3; einen Einlass 120 bei dem Brenner 110 für einen ersten Sauerstoff enthaltenden Strom, ausgestattet mit einer ersten Sauerstoff-steuereinrichtung 121 zum Einstellen der Menge des Sauerstoff enthaltenden Stroms; einen Einlass 130 bei dem Brenner 110 für einen Gasstrom, umfassend NH3 gegebenenfalls ausgestattet mit einer ersten NH3-Steuereinrichtung 131 zum Einstellen der Menge des NH3-enthaltenden Stroms; einen Einlass 140 bei dem Brenner 110 für einen Brennstoffstrom, gegebenenfalls ausgestattet mit einer ersten Brennstoff-Steuereinrichtung 141 zum Einstellen der Menge des Brennstoffstroms; einen Auslass 160 stromabwärts der Reaktionszone 100 für einen in der Reaktionszone 100 erzeugten ersten Produktstrom; einen Analysator 170 an dem Ende der Reaktionszone 100, der den Gehalt von NH3 und/oder NO in dem in der Reaktionszone 100 erzeugten ersten Produktstrom analysieren kann und eine oder mehrere der ersten Steuereinrichtung 121, 131 und 141 einstellen kann; und gegebenenfalls eine Temperatur-Steuereinrichtung 180 stromabwärts der Reaktionszone 100; und

13. NH3-Verbrennungsofen nach Anspruch 12, wobei der Analysator 170 eine Laserdiode ist.

14. NH3-Verbrennungsofen nach einem der Ansprüche 12 bis 13, wobei beide Reaktionszonen Teil eines einzigen Reaktorgefässes sind.

15. NH3-Verbrennungsofen nach einem der Ansprüche 12 bis 13, wobei jede Reaktionszone ein getrenntes Reaktorgefäss ist, und wobei beide Reaktorgefäße verbunden sind.
Revendications

1. Procédé d’incinération de NH₃ dans un incinérateur de NH₃ comprenant:
   
a. une première étape d’incinération comprenant:
   
i. faire réagir un courant gazeux comprenant du NH₃ et facultativement un courant de combustible dans des conditions d’incinération avec un premier courant contenant de l’oxygène, avec une quantité sous-stoechiométrique d’oxygène dans le premier courant contenant de l’oxygène par rapport au NH₃ dans le courant gazeux, de sorte qu’un premier courant de produit est produit;
   
ii. analyser la composition du premier courant de produit pour déterminer la teneur en NH₃ résiduel et/ou en HCN formé et/ou en NO formé, et
   
iii. ajuster un ou plusieurs des courants sur la base de l’analyse du premier courant de produit de manière à produire un premier courant de produit contenant à la fois du NH₃ et du NO résiduels, mais pas plus de 250 ppm de HN₃ et pas plus de 250 ppm de NO; et
   
b. une seconde étape d’incinération comprenant
   
i. faire réagir le premier courant de produit dans des conditions d’incinération avec un second courant contenant de l’oxygène à une quantité d’oxygène supérieure à la quantité stoechiométriques, de sorte qu’un second courant de produit est produit.

2. Le procédé de la revendication 1, dans lequel le courant gazeux comprend au moins 30% en volume, de préférence au moins 50% en volume de NH₃, plus préférentiellement au moins 60% en volume de NH₃.

3. Le procédé de la revendication 2, dans lequel le courant gazeux comprend au plus 40% en volume de H₂S, de préférence au plus 5% en volume de H₂S.

4. Le procédé de l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 3, dans lequel la quantité d’oxygène est dans la plage de 50 à 99% de la stoechiométrie par rapport aux composants combustibles qui sont présents dans les courants gazeux.

5. Le procédé de la revendication 4, dans lequel le NH₃ est le seul composant combustible et la quantité d’oxygène est dans la plage de 95 à 98% de la stoechiométrie par rapport au NH₃ dans le courant gazeux.

6. Le procédé de l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 4, dans lequel le premier courant de produit est analysé pour déterminer la teneur en NH₃ résiduel, et dans lequel un ou plusieurs des courants de réactifs, de préférence le premier courant contenant de l’oxygène, est ajusté de sorte que la teneur en NH₃ résiduel du premier courant de produit soit inférieure à 100 ppm, ou
   
   le premier courant de produit est analysé pour déterminer la teneur en HCN formé, et dans lequel un ou plusieurs des courants de réactifs, de préférence le premier courant contenant de l’oxygène, est ajusté de sorte que la teneur en HCN formé du premier courant de produit soit inférieure à 1400 ppm, ou
   
   le premier courant de produit est analysé pour déterminer la teneur en NO formé, et dans lequel un ou plusieurs des courants de réactifs, de préférence le premier courant contenant de l’oxygène, est ajusté de sorte que la teneur en NO formé du premier courant de produit soit inférieure à 200 ppm.

7. Le procédé de l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 4 ou 6, dans lequel un courant de combustible est co-réagi avec le premier courant contenant de l’oxygène, et dans lequel le rapport du courant de gaz combustible au courant contenant du NH₃ est préférentiellement tel qu’il maintient une température de réaction dans la gamme de 950°C à 1700°C.

8. Le procédé de la revendication 7, dans lequel le courant de combustible comprend un ou plusieurs hydrocarbures, de l’hydrogène sulfuré, du monoxyde de carbone ou de l’hydrogène gazeux.

9. Le procédé de l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 8, dans lequel le second courant contenant de l’oxygène est amené à réagir en une quantité telle que la quantité résiduelle d’oxygène dans le second courant de produit soit d’au moins 0,5% en volume.

10. Le procédé de l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 9, dans lequel un gaz de déchet est co-réagi avec le second
courant contenant de l’oxygène.

11. Le procédé de l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 10, dans lequel la chaleur de réaction de la première étape d’incinération et/ou de la seconde étape d’incinération est récupérée.

12. Un incinérateur de NH₃ comprenant:

a. une première zone de réaction 100 comprenant: un brûleur 110 pour l’incinération de NH₃; une entrée 120 au niveau du brûleur 110 pour un premier courant contenant de l’oxygène, pourvue d’un premier moyen de contrôle d’oxygène 121 pour ajuster la quantité du courant contenant de l’oxygène; une entrée 130 au niveau du brûleur 110 pour un courant de gaz comprenant du NH₃ facultativement muni d’un premier moyen de contrôle de NH₃ 131 pour ajuster la quantité du courant contenant du NH₃; une entrée 140 au niveau du brûleur 110 pour un courant de combustible muni facultativement d’un premier moyen de contrôle de combustible 141 pour ajuster la quantité du courant de combustible; une sortie 160 en aval de la zone de réaction 100 pour un premier courant de produit préparé dans la zone de réaction 100, un analyseur 170 à la fin de la zone de réaction 100 capable d’analyser la teneur en NH₃ et/ou HCN et/ou NO dans le premier courant de produit préparé dans la zone de réaction 100 et capable d’ajuster un ou plusieurs des premiers moyens de contrôle 121, 131 et 141; et facultativement un moyen de contrôle de température 180 en aval de la zone de réaction 100, et

b. une seconde zone de réaction 200 en aval de la zone de réaction 100 pour incinérer le premier courant de produit préparé dans la zone de réaction 100, comprenant: une entrée 230 au début de la zone de réaction 200 pour le premier courant de produit préparé dans la zone de réaction 100; une entrée 220 au début de la zone de réaction 200 pour un second courant contenant de l’oxygène, facultativement pourvue d’un second moyen de commande 221 pour ajuster la quantité du second courant contenant de l’oxygène; facultativement un second brûleur 210 pourvu d’une entrée 211 au niveau du second brûleur 210 pour un troisième courant contenant de l’oxygène, et une entrée 212 au niveau du second brûleur 210 pour un second courant de combustible; facultativement une entrée 250 au début de la zone de réaction 200 pour un courant de déchets; une sortie 260 en aval de la zone de réaction 200 pour un second courant de produit préparé dans la zone de réaction 200 ; facultativement un analyseur 270 à la fin de la zone de réaction 200 capable d’analyser la teneur en oxygène du second courant de produit préparé dans la zone de réaction 200 et de préférence capable d’ajuster les seconds moyens de contrôle 221, et facultativement une chaudière de récupération de chaleur 280 en aval de la zone de réacteur 200 pour récupérer la chaleur de réaction.

13. L’incinérateur de NH₃ de la revendication 12, dans lequel l’analyseur 170 est une diode laser.

14. L’incinérateur de NH₃ de l’une quelconque des revendications 12 à 13, dans lequel les deux zones de réaction font partie d’un seul récipient de réacteur.

15. L’incinérateur de NH₃ de l’une quelconque des revendications 12 à 13, dans lequel chaque zone de réaction est un récipient de réacteur séparé, et dans lequel les deux récipients de réacteur sont connectés.
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